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2,786,284 
MARSH DITCHER' 

Robert E. Todd, Houston, Tex”. assignor to Associated 
Pipe Line‘ Contractors, Inc., Houston, Tex., a corpo~ 
ration of Texas 

Application October 30, 1953", Serial‘No. ‘389,300 
5 Claims. (Cl.- 375-81) 

This invention relates to mechanism for cutting a 
trench‘v through the surface'o'f the " earth and‘ more par 
ticularly to a powerv driven rotary'high speed spinning 
digger mounted on a forwardly traveling carriage at. a 
given depth below the ground line to cut through‘ the 
earth as the carriage advances and ‘to elevate the cuttings 
above the ground‘ line and to throw them outwardly by 
centrifugal action. 
The apparatus. has been, designed especially for oper 

ating in soft soil’ such as marsh and swamp land to form 
a cross-country, pipe line receivingtrench, but it will find 
utility in other uses. Oil and gas transportation conduits 
are usually buried a few feet below the surface and. much 
di?iculty has been encountered in forming an openfditch. 
through marsh country because heavy equipment bogs 
down and is-unsuited for. operation inoccasionalv strips 
of open shallow water and because of the tendency for 
the mucky trench walls to give in. The latter occurs 
in part because equipment heretofore used?has» o?ten 
pulled out roots of vegetation. which otherwise would 
give support and’ hold loose or. spongy; formation; 

It is an object of the present invention to. provide im 
proved mobile equipment-for cutting a trench atarapid. 
rate with clean shearing ofi-vege'tation. to. leave roots 
undi'stu'rbed in' the sidewalls- beyond the opening, and 
which- equipment travels along continuously.‘ whether. on 
ground or through shallow water and accurately follows 
a‘ predetermined; line under control’ of: a small crew of 
workmen. 
A further object of the invention is to provide apone 

toon 'slzid' arrangement” for. supporting the-traveling. car 
riage in trench straddling‘ relation! with.» an additional 
vertically adjustable pontoonrlike heel or 'st‘abilizeriin 
longitudinal traveling relation vwith thespinning. earth 
auger mounted at'the front'oftliefcairiage so‘tlratTthe 
stabilizer pontoon is received within-the trenchfor' keying‘: 
co-operation with its sidewalls? ini'resisting’ torque-or 
other side de?ecting. forces and’ maintaining the longi 
tudinal axis of the carriage.inith‘e'desiredline ‘of’ carriage 
travel‘ direction. 

Another object ‘of'ithe invention is to provide a rotary 
digger to‘ cut a 'trench‘whos‘e' side walls" taper downwardly 
to‘ a narrow bottom width’ only 'slightlygre'at'er ‘than ‘the 
diameter of‘ pipe to be installedthereby eliminating 
removalv of excess‘ bottom material while‘ providing ample 
working" clearz'ince~ near the top‘ and" also" a?‘brdingbetter 
side wall support against‘ collapse and sloughing‘ o?i' For 
a - downwardly narrowing trench; the ‘rotary digger’is‘ ‘in 
the-form of a downwardly tapered: barrel‘- or‘ drunr'whose‘ 
peripheral speed‘ is'less at the‘ bottom and‘ greaterafthe 
tops and‘ which vcarries‘ outwardly" projecting: blades'to 
cut into and shear [the earth and embedded“ ro'otings‘v and 
which blades are'arrang'ed- inspa‘ced succession in‘ one 
or more spiral paths {to raise"the"~‘cu‘ttii1'gs2 to the surface 
and- then ‘fling th'enr outwardly ‘ beyond the ' trenchv where 
they will bev unlikely tout/‘ash: orslide back into’ some 
tcertch: before‘ the.- vtluidi conduit. ‘orrpipet; li‘uei‘is iilowezed. 
into position. 
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A further object is to provide a ‘spinning cutter with: 

a back shield to close off the‘ previously dug trench and" 
co-operate with the inclined elevating blades in raising 
thc'cuttin'gs'to the surface. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide-v 

pontoon skids of increased‘ size near the‘ diggerl'lo'cation 
for greater resistance to downward pull‘ during the trench 
ing operation inasmuch as the cutter, while" normally'not 
acting ‘as an auger bit in the usual sense of boring a hole" 
axially of its length, does have its bladesv of‘ spiral‘ lead? 
for raising‘ the cuttings and thus‘ tends to pull ‘down 
wardly. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
during the course of the following speci?cation having 
reference to the accompanying drawings wherein" Fig; 1 
is a perspective‘ view ‘of the ‘carriage and blade‘ spinnen. 
the‘ co-operating back‘ shield and'certain. other structural 
elements being omitted for clari?cation; Fig. 2 is a top 
plan view of the complete machine assembly; Fig. .3‘ is a 
front elevation of the pontoon skids with the carriage 
frame work and keel pontoon ‘adjustable suspension as 
viewed substantially on -line‘3—-3 ofFig. 2; Fig. 4 is a side 
elevation of the assembly and Fig. 5 is a front elevation 
with parts. broken. away. 
"Referring to the drawing, a pair of supporting pontoon 

skids 1'—~1"a're tied together in transversely spaced apart 
relation by the carriage‘ superstructure which includes a 
series ‘of longitudinally spaced transverse channel beams 
2‘-—2 vwelded or bolted ‘to the top. walls of the pontoon 
skids 1'. The pontoons as shown are large hollow box 
like tanks runningfthe' length of the assembly. ‘For ap 
proximately a third‘ of their length. and at the front ends 
they are of double width. to" a?ord' greater ?otation. or. 
supporting‘ area. in‘ the end. region vzn’ijacent the trench 
cutting dlg‘gerb'. This aid's‘against and-resists ‘dowry 
ward‘nosing‘,ofv the carriagelassembly as‘ the ‘inclined or 
spirally directed" blades ’4' shear through the. ground arid 
elevate the‘ cuttings; , 
'In'Ithe space between the-two supporting pontoon-.sk'ds 

is": a third longitudinally‘disposed‘ hollow tank or pontoon 
5, adjust-ably ‘suspended from the. carriage '- frame struc 

Ea‘chlponto'on is an bottomed throughout- its 
majorv ‘area with ramped or upwardly inclined oppositev 
ends. ‘ They/‘Hare faced'und'erside with one or more wear. 
r‘e‘sis't'ant and longitudinally extending skicl'strapsor. wide 
runners 6 whose forward endspreferably- carry tow~hooks 
for dctacliable'conneotion with a cable harness'threugh 
which the carriage is. pulled by» a’ traction vehicle; such. 
as" theconventional swamp buggy. A towing vehicleis 
preferred‘ to.‘ the incorporation in the carriage assembly 
itself. of self propulsion mechanism althoughothei lattes 
might be feasible for certain typeset operation. 
Scaled'h'atch doors 7' are located in the upper walls 

of'thehollow pontoons and allow access-to tool: storage 
compartments and. also enable water to be introduced. as 
ballast to be later pumped out with a hand bilge. pump. 
Water ballast of varying. amount inany- one orrnore of 
the poiitoons will be‘ helpful at times tocontrol. the 
degree of ?otation ‘when operating in water coyered 
ground; Theidepth. of‘ ground. overlying. wyatcri'due .to" 
temporary conditions or otherwise, in relation. to-the 
desired trench. depth-may attimesneoessitate complete 
submergen'ce of the pontoons. ‘ . 
Insofar as concerns'opera'tion' of‘the rotary'drum cutter 

or" bladed-spinner 3;v the'spinner Wlth’its asi‘s‘n‘o'rmal to 
the direction ' of‘ carriage ‘travel; may be" suspended‘ any 
where- along the'l'ength' ‘of-the assembly; but asshown ‘iii 
the drawing. itséi'locat-ion is: at 'thetorward ‘end’land: the 
third pontoon-'5 isrin trailing-relation for-extension into 
the'inewlyecut: open‘ trenches best'seen inElg; 5. . J'Durin‘g. 
forward-:1 advance the? pontoon’. 5: coaoperatesarthronghwt 
its length as a slide key with the side walls of the open 
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trench in guiding the path of carriage travel. While the 
direction of travel is controlled primarily by the towing 
traction vehicle, the ?exible tow cables cannot ‘control 
side wise de?ection or skid or angular skewing of the 
towed vehicle and the dependent pontoon 5 serves as a 
traveling key for maintaining carriage travel on a straight 
line. 
The adjustable suspension for the pontoon or guide key 

5 is from the carriage overhead framing and includes 
front and rear transverse arches 3—-$ whose lower ends 
rest on and are welded to longitudinal angle irons 9 laid 
on and welded to the transverse tie channels 2. Forward 
and rearward pairs of downwardly and inwardly inclined 
slings or suspension rods 10-10 have either trunnion or 
ball and socket joints at opposite ends with the arches 8 
and to the top of pontoon 5 along its sides. Each suspen 
sion rod 10 comprises a pair of telescopic tubes or bars 
having longitudinal spaced apart openings for selective 
alignment between fully extended and fully contracted 
relations, to receive a removable retaining or cotter pin. 
The principal adjustment setting will be for depth of the 
pontoon within the trench. By relative length adjustment 
of the several telescopic rods 10 the key pontoon may be 
shifted in position both horizontally and vertically. In 
addition to the depth position, the pontoon can be longi 
tudinally slanted either forwardly or rearwardly and it 
can be shifted laterally from the transversely centered 
position illustrated. 

For power actuation, front and rear hydraulic jacks or 
piston and cylinder motors 12 extend vertically between ‘ 
and are jointed at opposite ends with the center of the 
arches 8 and pontoon 5. Each is coupled for pressure‘ 
?uid actuation by suitable piping leading from a pressure 
?uid source. The ?uid lines will form a part of a hy 
draulic system, including an engine driven liquid pump 
and a pressure tank 13 with suitable control valving, one 
valve being shown at 14 adjacent the operator station or 
seat 15 near the top of the frame superstructure. An 
adjustment will be effected when the carriage is stationary 
by directing liquid pressure to one or both of the piston 
and cylinder motors 12 after the retaining pins have been 
removed from the suspension bars 10, the pins being re 
placed after adjustment. The suspension bars and hy 
drauli-c motor illustrated could be replaced by a set of 
hydraulic jacks which would eifect adjustment and hold t; 
the pontoon in selected position, and furthermore, would 
enable adjustment to be e?iected during transit. However, 
for practical purposes the adjustable suspension bar is 
preferred inasmuch as there is infrequent need for pontoon 
adjustment. 

In the lowered position illustrated ‘in the Figs. 4 and 5 
the key pontoon 5 is at an extreme low position which 
would call for a tie chain or cable harness between the 
pontoon and the supporting frame to resist horizontal 
displacement of the pontoon. Ordinarily, the key pon- - 
toon 5 will be lowered no more than about two feet and 
at a depth above that illustrated in the drawing, so as 
to be located fore and aft by spaced pairs of vertical 
guide plates 36, each braced by a gusset plate 37 and 
arranged to slidably abut a co-operating portion of an 
adjacent transverse frame channel 2. , 
The downwardly tapered blade spinner 3 is an internally 

braced hollow drum or barrel and, as seen in the drawing, 
includes a lower frusto-conical portion whose upper end 
merges into a cylindrical portion. Its diameter and length 
will depend on the width and the depth of the trench 
to be dug. In normal working conditions the tapered por 
tion will usually be below ground surface and the cylin 
drical upper portion will extend above the ground line. 
The cutting teeth or blades 4 are welded at inner ends 
to the surface of the drum so as to extend outwardly 
and ‘they are in circumferentially spaced apart relation. 
More particularly it is proposed to have the spaced teeth 
arranged in three spiral rows, although the spiral suc 
iccssion may be varied so long as the teeth are staggered 
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as to height and shear through the ground with upper 
inclined faces to propel or push the cuttings upwardly. 

For‘ co-operation with the cutting blades a curved back 
shield 16 is located concentrically and immediately behind 
the auger spinner and is of a width from top to bottom 
to correspond substantially with the shape of the trench. 
It extends vertically from the lower tip of the auger 
bit to a point above the top of the cylinder upper drum 
portion. in co-operation with the uncut earth ahead and 
on each side of the rotary auger bit, the back shield 16 
provides an encircling tunnel in which the cuttings rise to 
the surface. The cutting blades 4 above the surface or 
those which are carried by the upper cylindrical portion 
of the barrel, have upwardly directed lips or plates along 
their trailing edges which aiford shovel de?ectors to impel 
and throw the earth particles and water and mud forcibly 
outwardly of the trench under centrifugal force. Since 
the top of the drum has the largest diameter, the peripheral 
speed of the uppermost blades 4 is greater and causes 
the raised material to be thrown away faster than the 
lower blades can raise it. This prevents dirt piling up 
at the top of the auger. it may here be stated that auger 
rotation will preferably be in a high range and spinning 
speeds as high as 500 R. P. M. are contemplated. The 
speed will be varied according to the type of ground 
being worked and in some instances the bit rotation may 
be as low as 25 R. P. M. 
The softer the ground the faster can be the rotational 

speed and also the rate of forward carriage travel. Sus 
tained forward travel in excess of twenty feet per minute 
has been run with a removal of earth at a rate of six cubic 
feet per minute. While the apparatus has not been oper 
ated and may not be feasible for use in hard or rocky 
ground it would have utility in clearing a previously dug 
ditch in which water collects and freezes to hinder place— 
ment of the pipe line. For travel on ?rm ground, a 
wheeled or endless track suspension may be preferred 
over skid runners. v 

The suspension of the rotating bit is from its upwardly 
extending drive shaft 17 which is mounted in the frame 
superstructure. This shaft is a vertically slidable cylinder 
to telescope with a piston rod 18 whose upper end is 
?xed to the cross-bar 19 of a supporting mast. The mast 
includes diagonal braces 20-20 and a pair of vertical 
channel beams 21 connected at their upper ends to the 
cross-bar 19. The lower ends of the diagonal braces 20 
are bolted to the base angle straps 9 and the lower ends 
of the channels 21 are bolted to a mounting head 22 se— 
cured at the front end of a main frame beam 23 carried 
by the forward framing arch 8 and braced by a series of 
diagonal bars 24. Hydraulic pressure is supplied to. the 
cylinder and piston motor 17-18 to raise and lower the 
cutting bit and the pressure ?uid is delivered from the 
previously mentioned pressure tank 13 under control 
valving at the operator seat 15. 
The drive shaft 17 is exteriorly splined or of poly 

gonal shape for a slide key or drive slip ?t with a 
rotatable collar enclosed within a gear casing 25 on top 
of the support head 22. In this Kelley type drive the 
rotary collar will include a ring gear to be driven by a 
pinion coupled to a power shaft 26 which extends rear 
wardly to a power plant 27 such as an internal combus 
tion engine. The engine 27 which has a power take 
oif for the hydraulic system pump, is mounted at an 
elevated position upon a pair of transverse arches 28 
which form a part of the carriage superstructure, and 
is at the rear end of the carriage for good weight dis 
tribution. Engine elevation and operator seat location 
are above the water line for such water depth usage as 
is likely to be made. 
As in the case of the stabilizer or key pontoon 5, there 

will be seldom need to adjust vertical position of the 
cutting drum or bit except at the initiation of the trench 
ing operation and upon infrequent occasions when the 
depth of the trench needs to be varied or when a grade 
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ditch is to be dug. Accordingly, the back shield nor 
mally is‘ rigidly braced by a pair of ?xedly adjustable 
rearwardly and upwardly dhergent telescopic tubes or 
rods 29 pivoted at their upper ends to the frame structure 
and at their lower ends to the shield at a point midway 
of its height. The braces will carry a series of openings 
which can be selectively aligned for the reception of a 
detachable coupling pin. 
At the upper end of the drum, its drive shaft 17 is 

held in alignment with the piston rod 18 and Kelley drive 
by a pair of co-operating thrust resisting bars 30 which 
at their forward ends carry a housing 31 (see Fig. 1), 
enclosing a double adjustable cone bearing for the drive 
shaft 17. The back shield depends from and is ?xed 
at its upper end to bars 30 intermediate their ends. At 
their rearward ends, the bars 39 have a pair of spaced 
rollers to ride or track on opposite faces of an I-beam 
32 extending in vertical parallelism with the axis of the 
shaft 17. This provides a brace for the shaft in all ver 
tical positions of adjustment. When the vertical position 
of the cutter bit is to be changed the locking pins for 
the shield braces 29 must be removed and, in order to 
relieve the bars 30 from the weight of the shield and 
which otherwise would tilt the thrust bars 30 and impose 
strain on the cone bearings in the housing 31, a hand 
winch 33 is manipulated to keep taut a ?exible cable 34 
which operates on suitable pulleys and is connected with 
the shield 16 midway of its width. This cable will 
suspend the weight of the shield and by control of the 
winch 33 during the raising and lowering of the auger 
bit, the supporting bars 30 will move up or down without 
tendency to become cocked. 
At the front of the frame assembly, immediately ahead 

of the side pontoons 1—1 and closing the space between 
the pontoons and the curved back shield, are a pair of 
rearwardly diverging plates 35 which serve as mud guards 
to de?ect and shove dirt thrown outwardly by the bit 
to keep such dirt from moving into the open trench. 
An operating crew of two men will be needed, one to 

drive the swamp buggy and the other to ride the digger. 
The ditch is cut by the combined action of forward 
travel and cutter spinning rotation and the shearing 
through the ground will out OK plant rootings to leave 
smooth side walls and undisturbed earth outwardly of 
the ditch walls 

While only a preferred embodiment has been disclosed, 
it will be understood that various modi?cations can be 
made as come within the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A traveling marsh digger including a pair of trans 

versely spaced pontoon skids of greater width at the front 
than at the rear, a framework supported by the pontoon 
skids, a rotary earth auger mounted by the framework in 
alignment with the space between said pontoon skids 
and adjacent the wider front end of the pontoon skids 
to cut a trench and elevate the cuttings during forward 
travel, a ‘ditch closing shield behind the auger and of 
substantially the width and height of the auger for co 
operation therewith in elevating the cuttings, and a cen 
tralizing trench guided pontoon of ‘a width substantially 
corresponding with the width of the auger and its shield 
and carried by the framework behind the shield and in 
the space between said pontoon skids in downwardly 
projecting relation for sliding bearing on the side walls 
of the trench excavated by the auger. 

2. A traveling marsh digger, including a carriage, a 
pair of transversely spaced pontoon skids supporting the 
carriage, an earth cutting trencher supported by the car 
riage in the space between said pontoon skids, power 
means to drive the trencher during continuous forward 
travel of the carriage and a pontoon adjustably suspended 
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6 
from the carriage in the space between the pontoon skids 
and in trailing relation to the trencher, said pontoon being 
adapted to be received Within and of a width and length 
to bear on the side walls of the cut trench as the sole 
means to compel straight line travel of the carriage. 

3. A traveling trench cutting machine, including power 
driven trench cutting mechanism, a carriage therefor, a 
pair of longitudinally extended carriage supporting com 
bined skid and pontoon devices transversely spaced on 
opposite sides of the trench cutting mechanism and oper 
able both for ground surface engagement and for water 
?otation according to earth surface conditions en 
countered during travel, and a pontoon device of sub 
stantially the width of the trench cutting mechanism and 
located in the ‘space between the ?rst mentioned devices 
and projectible into the cut trench behind said cutting 
mechanism to bear on the sides of the cut trench and 
thereby resist reaction of the trench cutting mechanism 
transmitted through the carriage and guide the path of 
forward machine travel. 

4. In a trenching machine, a traveling carriage, a 
trench cutting knife carrying drum spinner, means mount 
ing the spinner on the carriage for rotation on a vertical 
axis and for vertical adjustment in the direction of its 
axis to set cutting depth for a given trench, avthrust re 
sisting brace having rotatable bearing connection with the 
drum at one end and slidably mounted on the carriage 
for vertical adjustment with the drum, a back shield en 
closing the trench side of the drum "for co-operation with 
said drum in directing cuttings upwardly and ‘being 
fastened at its upper end to said brace, and an adjustable 
connection guiding the lower end of the shield from the 
carriage including take-up mechanism operative during 
drum veltical adjustment to furnish support for the shield 
and said slidable brace to which the shield is fastened. 

5. In ‘a marsh digger, a traveling carriage, a pair of 
transversely spaced carriage supporting pontoon skids, a 
rotary earth cutting spinner device for operation below 
the ground line and centrally of said transversely spaced 
pontoon skids, ?uid pressure responsive mechanism con 
nected with the spinner device and mounted on the car 
riage to regulate the operating depth of the spinner, a 
carriage traveling direction stabilizer pontoon longitudi 
nally aligned with the spinner device in trailing relation 
therewith in the space between said supporting pontoon 
skids and of a width substantially corresponding with 
the width of said spinner for the sliding bearing engage 
ment of its side walls with the side Walls of the ‘trench 
cut by said spinner, and fluid pressure responsive mech 
anism connecting the stabilizer pontoon with the carriage 
and operative to raise and lower the stabilizer in the 
trench cut by said spinner device independently of the 
operating depth of the spinner. 
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